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32¢ Mr. Ivory's t~emarks on M. Poisson's ~emoh'. 
I have taken for granted, from the general account given 
by Klaproth of the yellow phosphate which he examined, and 
of its locality, that it was the same mineral as that of which I 
have now been giving an account, though he calls its colour 
citron yellow, and though his description of its crystalline 
character is defective ; for in the more perfect specimens the 
form of the crystal is a regular six-sided prism. It is not to 
be wondered that he should have overlooked the chrome,--~-" a 
substance of which, when he made his analysis, nothing i be- 
lieve was yet known, and which is here present in a very mi- 
nute proportion ; not more, if my experiments are correct, 
than "between five- and six-tenths of a grain of tlle protoxide 
in a hundred of the mineral. 
The amount of oxide of lead which Klaproth found, and 
with which my analysis nearl, y ~aerees, was eizhtv,~, per cent. I f  
from this the proper deducUon be made for the chloride of 
lead calculated from his statement of the muriatic acid which 
the mineral contains, and also for t-he chromate of lead which 
I have found in it, the phosphoric acid which corresponds with 
the remaining oxide of lead will be somewhat less than it is 
given by Klaproth : but the quantity of phosphoric acid can 
scaYcely be obtained with accuracy by the method which he 
employed, in precipitating it with lead. Thus calculated, the 
composition of the mineral may be stated in the following pro- 
pomons : 
Phosphate of lead . . . . . . . . .  87"66 
Chloride of lead . . . . . . . . . .  10"07 
Chromate of lead . . . . . . . . . .  01"20 
Water and combustible matter . . 00"~0 
Silex, lime, red oxide of iron . . . 00.67 
100.00 
LX I I I .  Some _Remarks on a Memoir by M. Poisson, read 
to the Academy of Sciences at Paris, Nov. 20, 1826, and in- 
serted in the Conn. des Terns 1829. By J. IvoRY, Esq. 
2]/. A./~./t.S.* 
Magna vis veritatis. 
I N the Conn. des Terns 1829, lately published, there is in- serted a long Memoir by M. Poisson, on the attraction of 
spheroids. The intention of it is, to vindicate the theory of 
the figure of the planets contained in the Mdc. CEleste, from 
all the objections that have been urged against it. The talents 
Cornraunicatcd by the Author. 
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Mr. Ivory's Remarks on M. Poisson's Memoir. 335 
and acquirements of the author of the Memoir are well known :
he has made this branch of the mechanical philosophy more 
particularly his study, and has applied the peculiar kind of 
analysis employed in it to different problems; so that among 
existing mathematicians an abler vindicator could not have 
been found. Every subject hat passes through such hands 
nmst acquire valuable improvements ; and if, on the present 
occasion, M. Poisson has not succeeded ill removing every 
difficulty, this must be ascribed to the doctrine he defends, 
which can never be entirely fi'eed from inconsistency, nor per- 
fectly reconciled to clearness and accuracy of demonstration. 
The author begins his Memoir with stating anew the fun- 
damental principle of the analytical theory : he then repeats 
the demonstration f it he had given on a former occasion, 
and endeavours to defend it against an objection advanced 
in the Phil. Mug. for January 1836, p. 37. It is chiefly on 
this part of M. Poisson's paper, extending through about'four 
pages, and another short passage, that I intend to offer some 
brief remarks. Supposing that the reader has the Memoir 
alluded to before him, I shall, for the sake of abridging, write 
y and ff for ~ (0, 4t) and ~ (O r, d/), and f for ~ 1 -- 2 ~p +--~2: 
I shall also write d s for the differential of the surface of the 
sphere; it is equal to sin Ord 0 r d~ r, when its position is deter- 
mined by the arcs 01 and ~P; and it may be similarly expressed 
by any other two independent arcs that fix its place, if any 
~ransformation should make this convenient. For the sake of 
simplicity, I shall further suppose that ~ never exceeds 1, al- 
though it is always near it, and approaches it as a limit. The 
fornmla (~), p. 3~0, will then be thus written, 
X =~d f~ -" 
Now the fluent being extended to the whole surface of the 
sphere; or, which is the same firing, the integration being 
effected separately for the two variables 01 and ~b r,from 01 _~ 0, 
~l = 0 to 0 r = ~ t~ r = ~ ~r ; it is proposed to prove that X = ~y, 
in the particular case when e = 1. 
The distinguishing features of the formula are these : the 
numerator is always inconsiderable, because 1 -- e2 is small; 
and, taking ~ and ~ for the initial values of 01 and ~r, the de- 
nominator increases rapidly from the least value (1 -- a)s, so 
as to become incomparably greater than the numerator when 
the two variable arcs bare acquired very sma]l increments. 
On these grounds 2¢I. Poisson thinks himself entitled to inte- 
grate on the assumption that ff does not vary from the initial 
value j/: then, X = ~/ . ( l  --~)ds 
4~d )-T 
The 
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~6 Mr. lvory's Remarks on M. Poisson's Memoir. 
The difficulty is now overcome ; for there is no doubt hat the 
integral is equal to ¢~r. The integration may be performed 
as usual ; or it may be accomplished by the peculiar process 
of M. Poisson. The argument cannot be affected by different 
algebraic operations that lead to the same result. But we 
may fairly hesitate to admit the gratuitous upposition of 
making ff constant. In order to examine this point, put 
ff = Z/+ (yr __ ~/). : then 
X = y_~f(l--~)ds4wj -f~ + ._~_~ (1--a~)(y'--y)dSfa 
I f  we neglect the term newly introduced~ what remains Js 
M. Poisson's demonstration. Whether we admit or reject 
his conclusion, will therefore depend upon the evidence we 
have that the term omitted is evanescent. Now put this term 
equal to zero; separate it into the two parts of which it con- 
sists; and substitute the known value of the integral multi- 
plying the constant quantity St : then, 
1 (1--a~)y'ds 
But this is neither more nor less than the original formula to 
be demonstrated, if we substitute ,j for X. It appears, there- 
fore, that the very property to be proved is involved in the 
omitted term; or, which is the same thing, in the assumption 
made by M. Poisson, that j .is constant. The boasted de- 
monstration published in 1828t, which was to dissipate all 
doubts and objections, is merely a petit ioprineipi i .  I am 
induced to make such observations~ because I am concerned 
to show that the objections I have made are not frivolous, but 
such as it would be a reproach to any one to overlook them 
in the profest examination of a difficult question. 
But, in his new Memoir, M. Poisson endeavours to correct 
his former demonstration, by considering the term which must 
be taken into account, in order to confer rigour and accuracy I 
upon the reasoning S. To use a homely phrase, he makes no 
bones of it. He resorts to his former assumption, and inte- 
grates on the supposition that ff -- if, or ~ as he denotes it, is 
an infinitely sinai1 constant quantity. By this means the term 
in question comes out infinitely small, or zero; and this is all 
which is thought necessary for settling the point in d ispute . -  
Wil l  this pass for demonstration ? It is a mere assertion. It  
is one of those curt and imperative attempts at proo~ of which 
too many occur in the modern mathematics~ which are none 
Phil. Mag. for Jan. 1826, pp. 36, 37. 
ac Journalde l'Ecole Polytechnique, 19 e cahie5 p. 145. 
?~ Conn. des Terns 1829~ pp. 332, 333. 
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Mr. Ivory's Remarks on M. Poisson's Memoir. 327 
of its improvements, and which ought never to be admitted 
without scrupulous examination. In reality, the procedure of 
M. Poisson hides, fi'om the attention of" his readers, the true 
principles of the case. The numerator and the denominator 
of the expression vanish together; and the value of the fluent 
will depend entirely on the limit of the ratio of the two quan- 
tities as they both approach zero. According to that value~ 
the fluent may be evanescent, or it may be finite, or infinitely 
great. 
It is remarkable that the analytical process employed by 
M. Poisson, if he had pursued it accurately, would have led" 
him to a right result. Put O r = 0 + h, 4/t ~_. 4/+ k; then ac- 
cording to the operations in p. 331, the term of which the 
value is sought, will take this form, viz. 
. f  g ( J -  v) sin ~dhd~. 
• 3 
]3ut as ff varies with h and k, we must not make V ~- 3/, or the 
of M. Poisson, constant. We have 
d~ dV k= Ah  + Bk  ' i f - -y= -~- h + a-4~ 
putting A and B for the differential coefficients. By substitu- 
tion, our expression will become, 
! f :  g__A~i_.~l,d____l~_~k 
1 f gBsinSdhkdk 
+ ~-;d ~- - -~-7  ,_ (g + h ~-+ k~ sm~ ) 
Here the two parts are similar, and the integrations are readily 
performed by the procedure of M. Poisson : the result is this, 
~.g l A log. o' eg+ h------v + ~ log. ~' i~ +k~g ~.~ ~-~. 
Ahhough g is a vanishing factor, we must not immediately 
infer that the whole of this expression is always evanescent. 
It is necessary to take into account the ultimate values of 
g and 32,g which again depend upon the limit o f~-~.  I f  we 
suppose that f f - -y  is ultimately divisible by f  2, it is manifest 
that the expression is evanescent, which proves M. Poisson's 
proposition for such functions. This is the only case compre- 
hended in Laplace's demonstration, Mdc. Cdleste, liv. xi. pp. 25, 
26; Again, i f  we suppose that y t  y is ultimately divisible 
by f ,  the quantity multiplied by g will be finite; the whole 
expression will thereibre be equal to zero; and this proves 
the proposition for all rational function~ of cos 0~ sin e cos ~, 
sin 
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328 Mr. Ivory's RemarJ:s on M. Poisson's Memoir. 
sin 0 sin ~b, which possess the supposed property. In all other 
cases the value of the above expression is indeterminate, and 
the demonstration of M. Poisson's formula, or, which is the 
same thing, of Laplace's fundamental equation in partial dif- 
ferentials, ceases to be exact. 
Mr. Professor Airy, in a short paper read to the Cambridge 
Philosophical Society in May last, and printed in their Trans- 
actions, has treated of this subject; and he advances rather a 
singular opinion. He agrees with me that the method of La- 
place must be limited to a particular class of spheroids; and 
he claims the honour of having first placed the matter in its 
true light. But he attempts to show that the fundamental 
equation, Me'c. Cd'leste, liv. iii. No. 10, is exactly demon- 
strated. Now admitting that the equation in question is ac- 
curately and numericall~] proved, it seems impossible to deny 
that the series of terms deduced from it, is numericallj equal 
to the distance between the surfaces of the sphere and sphe- 
roid. I have always contended that the fault lay in the sup- 
posed generality of the equation, which is true only in a pa r- 
ticular class of spheroids. On the other hand MM. Laplace and 
Poisson have upheld the universality of the equation by new 
proofS, of which I have here had occasion to speak. In my 
view the theory is freed from its difficulties, and becomes 
satisfactory, although stript of its high pretensions to gene- 
rality. Mr. Professor Airy, by supporting the fundamental 
equation without restricting it, and at the same Lime denying 
the unavoidable consequence, has only introduced new incon- 
sistencies, and embroiled, with new dl'fficulties', a subject very 
seducing by its analytical elegance, but very perplexing when 
we resolutely seek tO exhibit to the understanding a rational 
account of its principles. 
In examining the theory of Laplace, the want of rigour in 
the analysis could hardly escape detection ; and in a subject of 
so great interest and difficulty, it seemed requisite to scruti- 
nize and clear up every doubtful point. But the nature of the 
analysis will become a consideration of only secondary im- 
portance, if it shall appear that there are defects in the first 
principles, or in the conditions of equilibrium. In the pro- 
blem of the figure of a planet in a fluid state, there are too 
different cases ; for we may suppose it to consist of only one 
homogeneous fluid, or of several fluids arranged in strata 
varying in density fi'om the centre to the surface. I f  the first 
case were solved, the theory of equillbrimn of which we are 
in possession, would be sufficient for investigating the second 
case. But the present heory fails in the equilibrium of a ho- 
mogeneous planet. I have found that the equilibrium cannot 
take 
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Mr. Ivory's Remarks on M. Poisson's Memoir. 329 
take place unless two conditions, or laws, which I need not 
here repeat, are both fulfilled, of which one onl7 is necessary 
according to ihe usual doctrine*. 
There is a remarkable proof of the deficiency of the usual 
theory in M. Poisson's Memoir. He applies his analysis to a 
homogeneous fluid mass, revolving npon an axis, and nearly 
spherical t. When the square of the centrifugal force is neg- 
lected, he finds that the figure of the fluid must be an ellipti- 
cal spheroid, agreeing with the solutions of Legendre and 
Laplace. But, on attempting to carry the approximation 
further, the method fails ; all that can be known is, that there 
is only one figure which will satisfy the equations : - -Ma is  ce 
2~vcddd ne sauroit ddterminer davantage ce sotide$. Now, what 
is the reason of this ? It cannot be the want of mathematical 
methods ; for the symbols are all arranged, and ready to obey 
th e directions of the analyst. The truth is, there is no prin- 
ciple to govern the calculation after the first step. The ma- 
chinery is sufficient, and ready prepared ; but it cannot be set 
to work, because there is no fiflcrum for its support. In or- 
der to supply the defects of his method, M. Poisson has re- 
course to the elliptical spheroid, which is known to satisfy the 
conditions of the problem; and he infers that his series for 
the radius of the solid, must coincide with the expansion of 
the radius of the ellipsoidS. Now it is far from clear that he 
is right in fhis inference. I f  ][ take in both my conditions, 
and thence deduce the resulting figure of equilibrium, there 
is no doubt hat the radius, to whatever length the expansion 
is carried, will coincide with an elliptical spheroid; because 
this is the only figure deducible from the premises. But, if 
I leave out one of my two conditions, and attempt to solve the 
same problem by means of the other alone, which is exactly 
what M. Poisson has done, it is next to certain that the new 
computation will not agree with the former one. 
There are no direct objections to my theory ; but it stands 
"* In the Phil. Trans. 1826, p. 557, there is a note of Mr. Airy, very in* 
jurious to me. He is treating of spheroids of variable density, and evi, 
dently misapprehends myconditions of equifibrium, which I have alway~ 
limited to the case of homogeneity. The R. S. are not responsible for the 
accuracy ofwhat they publish : but I apprehend fewinstances will be found 
so injurious to an individual, cast upon the public on the authority of mere 
assertion, and arising from mistaken notions. ButIconsolemyselfbccause 
I know with the certainty of demonstration, that Mr. Airy's problem, ad- 
mitting that any practical utility could be attached o it, is not solved, and 
that it cannot possibly be solved except by my theory, and indirectly, with 
the help of that law with which he so flippantly finds fault. ~¥hat a dif- 
ference between thesupercilious importance of the Cambridge Professor~ 
and the candid expositions ofM. Poisson ! 
"~ Conn. des Terns 18~9, p. 371. :~ Ibid. p. 373. § Ibid. p. 375. 
New Series. Vol. 1. No. 5, May 1827o 2 U opposed 
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330 Mr. Ivory's t~emarks on M. Poisson's Memoir. 
opposed to the splendid analytical processes that have been 
so long and so unsparingly admired. According to my view, 
there can possibly be but one figure of equilibrium of a homo- 
geneous planet in a fluid state; and in fact, this compre- 
hends all that geometers have been able to accomplish in this 
question. The usual theory advtmces one step in one parti- 
cular case ; and then it leaves the geometer in tile lurch, with- 
out his being able to explain the reason of the failure. Be- 
yond this it has been entirely inemcient:--Quand la masse 
3¢uide n'est 2oas ass,ffettie c~ di~rer tr~s peu de la s]Jh~re, les 
ge'om~tres n'ont _point encore determind l'espdce de d~gure qui 
satis~ait d l' ecuation d' equilibre % In an elliptical spheroid 
in equilibrio, it is known that the rotatory velocity is limited, 
being contained between zero and a maximum quantity; so 
that there are two different figures that have the same rota- 
tion. On this ground M. Poisson makes an objection, which 
I notice the more willingly, because it does not turn upon any 
technical point of analysis. Si l'ellipsoide etait la seule figure 
qui eut eerie ~vroprie'td, il en resulterait cette consequence singu- 
li~re, que l'equilibre serait impossible pour une rapiditd de la 
rotation, qui n' est eependant pas celle ou led-$uide commeneerait 
dse dissiper*% 
Suppose a homogeneous mass of fluid, at rest, in equilibrio, 
and eonsequently spherical in its figure: conceive a great 
circle of the sphere extending indefinitely, and an axis, or 
diameter, perpendicular to the great circle. Now let a velo- 
city of rotation about the axis be communicated to the fluid 
sphere: I impose no restriction to the degree of the velocity, 
except that it must not be such as to dissipate the particles, 
which must retain their continuity. The rotatory motion will 
cause the fluid to recede from the axis, and to subside at the 
poles ; and to these tt~cts here would be no limit, if the cen- 
trifugal force were not opposed by that part of the attraction 
of the particles which is directed perpendicularly to the axis. 
At a certain degree of oblateness the two opposite forces will 
be equal; and air.hough the recession of the fluid from the 
axis will not immediately cease at this point, yet it will soon 
be entirely arrested. The figure of the fluid will now return 
in an opposite direction, becoming less oblate, and passing a 
little beyond the limit at which the two forces are equal. The 
fluid will thus oscillate about a state of equilibrium ; and if we 
admit any tenacity or friction of the particles, the oscillations 
~ill gradually decrease, and finally settle in a permanent figure. 
But it is to be principally observed that, whenever the fluid 
* Conn. des 7?~rns 18~9, p. 375. 
recedes 
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Mr. Ivory's Remarks on M. Poisson's Memoir. S31 
recedes from the axis, the rotatory velocity will decrease ; and 
whenever it returns in a contrary direction, the same velocity 
will increase; and ultimately, in the state of equilibrium, the 
rotation actually remaining, will depend upon the nature of 
the figure of equilibrium, and the proportion of ttle two forces 
urging the particles. Although we suppose that the rotation 
in equilibrio is small, yet we cannot infer that the rotatory ve- 
locity originally imprest, was likewise small. On the contrary, 
if the rotation were very small, and at the same time the figure 
very oblate, we must conclude that the primitive rotatory force 
was just within the limit required to dissipate the fluid. What 
particular figure the fluid in equilibrio will have, we" do not 
now inquire; but we are entitled to infer that there is only 
one such figure for every degree of rotatory force originally 
communicated to the fluid sphere. This is incompatible with 
the usual theory; and it refutes M. Poisson's argument. But 
it is very consistent with my system; nay, it can be consistent 
with no other; for, if there be but one figure, that, it is cer- 
tain, must be an oblate elliptical spheroid. 
But perhaps all this concurring evidence may not be suffi- 
cient to overcome the prejudice in favour of a spendid theory, 
very powerfully upheld fi'om various motives. I hope soon to 
lay other more direct demonstrations before the public. But 
I have observed on a former occasion that this branch of 
science is discouraged and undervalued ; and a passage in the 
last Quarterly Journal of Science*, written by a modern F.R.S. 
corroborates what I ventured to allege. The theory of the 
figure of the planets originated with Newton and Huygens : it 
has been the subject of incessant discussion for a century; it 
has been attended with greater difficulty, and has occasioned a 
greater number of memoirs, than any other branch of the system 
of the world. It has occupied the attention of Clairaut, Mac- 
laurin, D'Alembert, La Grange, Legendre, Laplace, and Pois- 
son : and I shall not easily be brought to think slightly of the 
speculations of such men, even when compared with the bust- 
ling activity in philosophical pursuits that now prevails. One 
can hardly help thinking that, in order to make amends for 
past remissness, the indefatigables of the present day are now 
determined to take Nature by storm. In allusion to what is 
said, in the passage cited, resp.ecting the studies to which I 
have been attached, but in allusxon to that only, I shall close 
these remarks with declaring, that I am prouder of the stric- 
tures of such a critic, than I should have been of his praise. 
April 4, 1827. .l. IvoRY. 
~' Page 17. 
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